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Abstract—The curriculum is the most important document at any level of the educational system of a country. 
The manner of its implementation can contribute to the growth and development of a nation, or cause its 
stunted growth. The Ịzọn language curricular for the Basic Education Programme for primaries 1-6 were 
developed by the Nigerian Educational Research and Development Council (NERDC) in 2010. However, 
although these curricular have been approved by the relevant authorities including the National Council on 
Education (NCE) for use in schools, up till this moment the curricular have not been used in the State 
Government Primary Schools in Bayelsa, Delta, Edo and Ondo States. This is a cause for concern by both 
teachers and pupils who should be teaching and learning the content of these curricula as well as linguists and 
language experts involved in their development. In this paper, we take a look at the linguistic content of the 
Ịzọn language curriculum for primary 1-6, viz. bẹẹlị emi tọrụ, fie bara, goo bara, poi ma fie, goo ma gẹẹ. This 
paper also takes a look at the issues involved in the development and use of the curricular and underscores the 
need for the State Governments to demonstrate commitment and urgently implement the use of the curricular 
in their schools and produce reading texts and grammar books for the realization of the goals of the Ịzọn 
language curricular. If this is done soon, the Ịzọn language curricula can achieve great success. 
 
Index Terms—linguistics, Ịzọn, curriculum, numeracy 
 
I.  INTRODUCTION 
The Nigerian Educational Research and Development Council (NERDC) having the mandate to develop curricula for 
use at all levels of education in Nigeria, was directed by the National Council on Education (NCE) to re-structure and 
re-align the existing primary and junior secondary school curricula to meet the targets of the 9-Year Basic Education 
programme. This was decided upon by the Federal Government in the context of the National Economic Empowerment 
and Development Strategies (NEEDS) and the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs). The curriculum represents the 
total experiences to which all learners must be exposed. The curriculum therefore provides the contents, performance 
objectives, activities for both teachers and learners and evaluation guides. What remains to be done now is the 
production of reading texts and grammar books for the realization of the goals of the Ịzọn curricula. 
A.  The Curriculum 
In a formal educational setting, a curriculum refers to all the planned interaction of students with course content, 
instructional materials, instructional resources, and processes for evaluating the attainment of educational objectives. 
The curriculum also refers to the total learning experience provided by a school which includes the course content, the 
teaching methods, statements of desired pupil outcomes, and so on. A primary or secondary school curriculum often 
covers several classes. The curriculum is the most important document at any level of the educational system of a 
country. The manner of its implementation can contribute to the growth and development of a nation, or cause its 
stunted growth. 
B.  Ịzọn 
Ịzọn is one of the six main languages in Nigeria, the others being Fulfulde, Tiv, Kanuri, Efik/Ibibio, and Edo. Igbo, 
Hausa and Yoruba are the ‘major’ languages in Nigeria. In 2007, a meta-language for Ịzọn was written by this author, 
Late Dr E.E. Efere and Mr C.B. Agbegha. In 2011, the present author again worked with Mr C.B. Agbegha of College 
of Education Warri to produce A Unified Standard Orthography for the Ijọ Language Cluster (NIGERIA). It was 
approved by the Federal Ministry of Culture and handed over to the Federal Ministry of Education in 2012 to be used in 
schools and colleges for all the Ijọid languages. Curricula have also been developed for Ịzọn through a partnership 
between the Federal Ministry of Education, Bayelsa State Ministry of Education, Nigerian Educational Research and 
Development Centre (NERDC) and lecturers in institutions of higher learning. The Ịzọn curricula were drawn up by the 
present writer and Mr B. Perekeme, both of Niger Delta University and Mr C.B. Agbegha of College of Education, 
Warri. 
II.  THE ỊZỌN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM 
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A.  The Primary One ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary one includes: 
1. Ịzọn abidi. Ịzọn gẹẹ ụmgbọmọ poi, lelei, goo, ma gẹẹ kịịrịịmọ. 
2. Ịzọn ẹrẹbịbịama lelei. t.a. sẹị, bẹnị, gẹẹ, oki, bụnụ, akasị, warị, bara, ofoni, fun, boi, bụọ, bụgọ. 
3. Ma fie ụmgbọ Ịzọn ẹrẹbịbịama t.a. mu, bo, go, dụ, mọ; tara fie ụmgbọ ẹrẹbịbịama mọ t.a. sẹị, sei, lei, dei, sọụ, oki, 
fun. 
4. Dụa Ịzọn kule bịbịama lelei, ma ifie-ifie kule bara. t.a. pekei, erein biri ma buboru, yọ duo bo ifie, ye tọrụ kọrị kule 
bịbị, kosi otu kule bara, t.a. doo, ị seridọ, dii mu, baiyo, ị mịẹ kamị, ukoidọ, nua. 
5. Kịẹnbiri.  Kịẹn ụmgbọmọ 1-50 lelei, ma kịẹn. Kịẹnyemi ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei, kịẹn ma gẹẹ. 
B.  The Primary Two ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The following is the linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary two: 
1. Ịzọn gẹẹ ụmgbọmọ (abidi). Mamụ akị kẹnị gẹẹmọ ụmgbọmọ (diagịrafụmọ) poi, lelei kịịrịịmọ, goo, gẹẹ kịịrịịmọ, 
ma akị ẹrẹbịbị mịẹ.  
2. Ịzọn akị goo. Bịbịsụnmọ ma egberi itu mọ poi, goo kịịrịịmọ, ma bii bịbịama paraị.  Sẹlẹ wonimi ẹrẹbịbịama akị 
bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
3. Ịzọn kule baramọ. Dụa Ịzọn kule baramọ gba, ma pekei, erein biri, buboru ma dein ifie dii kule bara. Kule baramọ 
t.a.: nua, doo, ị seridọ, dii mu, baiyo, ị mịẹ kamị, ukoidọ,. Dụdụ kule, ma bẹbẹị kule bara akị ẹrẹ toi. 
4. Kịẹnbiri.  Kịẹn ụmgbọmọ 50 - 100 lelei, ma kịẹn. Kịẹnyemi ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei, kịẹn kịịrịịmọ ma gẹẹ. 
5. Erẹama (nouns). La gbelenghi ẹrẹama (concrete nouns) t.a. akasị, arụ, fun, warị, bẹlẹ. La gbelenghi yeama ẹrẹ tịn, 
ma la gbelenghi ye ẹrẹama akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
6. Emi bara gba (descriptive adjectives) t.a. pịna, dụba, zaụ, kosu, danghaịn. Ye emi bara gba ẹrẹbịbịama lelei, tịn, 
ma yeama emi bara gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ akị na bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
7. Tọkị/agbuda (riddles). Tọkị poi, tọkị lelei, kịịrịị tọkị tụa/bii ma tọkị paraị. 
8. Dein kịẹn. Wiki ereinmọ kịẹn, ma fọụ ereinmọ. (The days of the week and market days.) 
9. Kịẹn bịbị ụmgbọ. Kẹnị mọ kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹbịbịama t.a. kịmị/kịmịama (kịmịbo); arụ/arụama; agbaka/agbaka-ama; 
fun/fun-ama. Kẹnị ẹrẹbịbị dei kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹbịbị ghọ mu, kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹbịbị/ẹrẹama dei kẹnị ẹrẹbịbị ghọ mu, ma kẹnị 
mọ kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹbịbịama gba, poi, lelei, gẹẹ, paraị, akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
C.  The Primary Three ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary three includes: 
1. Kịẹn ụmgbọ. Kẹnị mọ kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹbịbịama t.a. kịmị/kịmịama (kịmịbo); arụ/arụama; agbaka/agbaka-ama; 
fun/fun-ama; anga/angamọ, anga-ama; bugọ/bugọmọ, bugọ-ama; warị/warịmọ, warị-ama; ololo/ololomọ, ololo-ama. 
Kẹnị ẹrẹ dei kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹ ghọ mu, ma kẹnị mọ kẹnị dẹnghị mọ ẹrẹama gba, poi, lelei, gẹẹ, paraị, akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
2. ẹrẹ dei yeama (Pronouns). Kẹnị mọ kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹdei yemọ t.a. eri/omịnị; araụ/omịnị; arị/woni. Kẹnị mọ kẹnị 
dẹnghị ẹrẹdei yemọ poi, lelei, gba, gẹẹ, paraị, ma akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
3. Bẹbẹị-itu mọ lei-itu mọ (Antonyms and synonyms). Bẹbẹị-itu t.a. bo/mu; owei/ere; zaụ/dụba; danghaịn/kẹsị; 
emi/fa. Lei-itu t.a. ovuru/akarabiri, akikabiri, oturu, oturubiri; egba/di; ogbonomo/bụnụye, ebinẹ, obine, ; apapa/ẹsawọụ; 
butuwei/arụ.   Bẹbẹị-itu mọ lei-itu mọ ẹrẹbịbịama lelei kịịrịịmọ, ma ẹrẹbịbịama akị bẹbẹị-itu mọ lei-itu mọ dịẹmọ. 
4. Mịẹ-ẹrẹbịbị (verbs). Mịẹ-ẹrẹbịbị t.a. gẹẹ, tụọ, goo, yẹrị, desi, banghị. Dụa mịẹ-ẹrẹbịbịama poi, lelei, gba, gẹẹ ma 
akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. 
5. Tọkị/agbuda (riddles). Tọkịama t.a. Tọkị poi, tọkị lelei, tọkị tu gba, kịịrịị tọkị tụa/bii ma tọkị paraị. 
6. Ịzọn goo. Goo funbọ ẹgbẹị egberi-itu. Gori egberi-itu goo, gori ẹrẹbịbị tịn kịịrịịmọ, ma tuu nimi da biibịbị paraị.  
Bịbịsụnmọ ma egberi itu mọ poi, goo kịịrịịmọ, ma bii bịbịama paraị. 
7. Kịẹn ụmgbọmọ 100 - 1000. Kịẹn ụmgbọmọ 100 – 1000 lelei, goo, kịẹn kịịrịịmọ ma gẹẹ. 
D.  The Primary Four ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary four includes: 
1. Ye emiyọ gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ gba, tịn, tuu gba. Ye emiyọ gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei t.a.: ọgọnọ, bulou, anga, bọlọụ, ukukuru, 
bọọ, ghọ. Ye emiyọ gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ gẹẹ. Ye emiyọ gba ẹrẹbịbị akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Ye emiyọ gba ẹrẹbịbị akị biibịbị bii. 
2. Bẹnịmọ gba. Nimidẹị egberimọ akị bẹnịmọ gba. I disẹ fịịbị, Uge tei bara, I daụ warị bị, ịnẹ amabị. ẹịọụ 
3. Erẹama. Gesiye ẹrẹmọ lelei. Papaye ẹrẹmọ lelei. Gesiye ẹrẹmọ mọ ma papaye ẹrẹmọ mọ akị bẹbẹ lelei. Gesiye 
ẹrẹmọ mọ ma papaye ẹrẹmọ t.a: Gesiye ẹrẹ-ama. t.a.:Timi-ebi, Pẹrẹ-owei, Ebi-ere, Zidụ-badọụ, Ebi-owei. Papaye ẹrẹ-
ama. t.a.: obori, beriba, aru, ịlịa, oun. 
4. Erẹdei ẹrẹbịbị-ama. Bịbẹtịbị ẹrẹdei ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei. Kẹnị mọ kẹnị dẹnghị ẹrẹdei yemọ lelei. Bei ẹrẹdei yemọ akị 
kịịrịị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Bịbẹtịbị ẹrẹdei yeama. t.a.: eri; omịnị, araụ; ọmịnị, arị; wonị, arị; omịnị. Nanabọ ẹrẹdei yemọ lelei. 
Nanabọ ẹrẹdei yemọ akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Nanabọ ẹrẹdei yemọ, t.a.: inei, inein, woi, woi, orei, ọrẹị. Anị, anịyọ, bịyọ. 
5. Kịmịmọsẹ dụụ-ama. (folk tales). Dụụ bọ emi tolumọ bịbịmọ lelei. Dụụ bolou bọ emi    kịmịmọ tọnmọ. Dụụ gba. 
Tolumọ-dụụ. Tuu gba dụụ t.a.: tịbị okpokpo, ipịọn tua iwiri, dọn mọ iwiri mọ, ọgbọnọ mọ ere mọ, otiti mọ uge mọ. 
6. Tọkị (agbuda). Tọkị tụa. Tọkị parai. Tọkị t.a: Tọkị:- Tọbọụ gbala arau fọụ ghọ bonimi. Parai: osun/osi. Tọkị:- 
Zaụdẹịnghị erema ama wẹnị bẹịn mị. Parai: oku. Tọkị:- I daụ opu arụ pọụ igbenimi. Parai: biyaịn 
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7. Goo. Gori sele wonimi ẹrẹbịbị-ama goo. Egberi-itu goo kịịrịịmọ. Egberibọ tunimi da biibịbịmọ parai. Kịlasị goo-
fun bolou bọ sẹlẹ wonimi egberi-itu goo ma biibịbị bii. 
8. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ tịn, t.a.: indi dọụ, kiri gboro, bou tein, iye deri, arụ 
kara, kọrọ pịn, lịị gbẹịn. Fịrị wẹnịyemi ikpesemọ, t.a.: dei, igbọ, dii, zuye, ẹkẹrẹ, ogou, ogidi, asubai, agba, anga. 
9. Kịẹnbiri. 1000-5000 lelei, kịẹn ma gẹẹ. 
10. Mịẹ-ifie ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei tịn. Mịẹ-ifie ẹrẹbịbị leleimọ tịn. Tịẹ kiri bonghimi ma bọdẹị mịẹ-ifiemọ lelei mọ kịịrịịmọ. 
Bịbịsun boloubọọ mịẹ-ifiemọ dei. Tịẹ kiri mịẹ-ifie t.a.: tụọ, gboro, mu. Bọdẹị mịẹ-ifie, t.a.: tụọmị, gboromị, mumị. 
Bonghimi-ifie t.a.: tụọnghimi, gboronghimi, munghimi. 
11. Oruseri kụmọ birii bịdẹ. Dụa oruseri kụmọ birii bịdẹ tịn. Ere mọ owei mọ biri bịdẹ pamọ akị bẹbẹ lelei. Oruseri 
kụmọ birii bịdẹ-ama: Owei birii bịdẹ. Bịdẹ mọ etibọ mọ Egburu mọ etibọ mọ, Saka mọ etibọ mọ, Tum ugbele (akọlọ) 
agbaka, ọwọkọ, ẹbụlọ. Ere birii bịdẹ. Kẹnị bịdẹ kubu mọ butei mọ, ma bịdẹ kubu mọ butei mọ, kala-lọsị,  opu-lọsị, 
agbaka, ela, kọọn tuaye, beri-tekelei (beri-tuaye), ụrụka, ẹbụlọ, egbine. 
12. Gẹẹ pẹlẹ lelei-ama. Gẹẹ pẹlẹ leleimọ lelei kịịrịịmọ ma gẹẹ pẹlẹ leleimọ akị bịbịsụn ghọ tua kịịrịịmọ. Gẹẹ pẹlẹ 
lelei-ama t.a.: dụ pele (.), gbiki (,), dorou (-), biibịbị (?), ke (!), opu gẹẹ ụmgbọ t.a: (A, B, C, D). 
E.  The Primary Five ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The following is the linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary five. 
1. Daamịẹ.  ẹrẹgha bara ye daamịẹ. Kẹsị zoru daamịẹ. Daamịẹ pamọ: Vi bọ mịẹ bara di mịẹ, ọngọ akị tọnmọ, bịbị 
fini nị ẹrẹ kụmọ ẹrẹgha bara. 
2. Tịn ghọ sei ẹrẹbịbịama. Tịn ghọ sei ẹrẹbịbịama lelei, gba, tịn ma goo. Tịn ghọ sei ẹrẹbịbịama t.a: Arị Ịzọn kịmị, arị 
Ajegunle ghọ ọlọwọ jẹụnjẹjẹ ụwọụ kọ emi. Farun farun fun bun bou banghi abedi mọ lei mo. I daụ daba kala kọrọ kala 
kọrọ. 
3. Gbelemẹịn ẹrẹbịbị. Gbelemẹịn ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei ma akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Gbelemẹịn ẹrẹbịbịmọ, t.a.: mọ + mọ, kpọ, dẹị 
sẹ, barị, daba. 
4. Okoyai. Kẹsị okoyai goo. Tịbị biri ghọ okoyai ukie. Okoyai: t.a.: Uge o peri yo peri yo peri yo. Ikisa bira yọụn mo 
werere. Boi yo boi, Boi bala bala boi. 
5. Lei-itu mọ Bẹbẹị-itu mọ. Dua lei-itu ẹrẹbịbịama lelei. Erẹbịbị akị lei-itu mọ bẹbẹị-itu mọ dịẹ mọ. Lei-itu mọ 
Bẹbẹị-itu mọ t.a.: Erẹbịbị: dọọ, duba, ikisa. Lei-itu: kịrịkịrị, opu, ọmgbọ; kẹsịị, kẹlụ, kolu. Bẹbẹị-itu: ofịrị, afụrụ, zau, 
kala, dịịn, danghaịn. 
6. Emiyọ-gba. Ye emiyọ-gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei, ma akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Emiyọ-gba ẹrẹbịbịmọ t.a.: 1). Erẹbịbịama: ọgọnọ 
ghọ, ukukuru, bolou, toun, tuu. 2). Bịbịsụn: Ofonibi tịn ọgọnọ ghọ emi. Iliabị mẹzẹ ukukuru ghọ emi. Tọbọụma warị 
tounbọọ emi. Eyingi warị bulou ghọ emi. 
7. Oroupa otu dụụ. Oroupa otu dụụ lelei. Egidebọ oroupa otu gba. Oroupa otu dụụ gba. Oroupadẹị otumọ t.a.: Ozidi, 
Orịamị, Temu gedege, Azizabifị, Isaac Boro, E.K. Clark, Tompolo. 
8. Goo.  Gori ẹrẹbịbịmọ tịn. Sẹlẹwonimi ẹrẹbịbịama akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Tunimi da bii bịbị mọ paraị. Egbẹịnimi kịlasị 
goo fun. Sẹlẹ wonimi egberi-itu. 
9. Isọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ. Oruseri kụmọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ lelei. Aya ọkpọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ lelei. Bei ịsọmụ fịrịmọ 
pamọ yela nimi baramọ gba. Oruseri kụmọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ yeama: Eze bịbị tụa. Ekpe kpe gbele. Isọmụ tụa. Fun tụa 
(lẹta gẹẹ). Aya ọkpọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ yeama: Telefonu, Bara fonu, Redio, Intanẹtị tụa wonimi kọmputa, Tẹlẹvisọnị. 
10. Kịẹn-ụmgbọ. 1-500 kịẹn-ụmgbọmọ tịẹnimi yọmọ gba kịịrịịmọ. Igbali ghọ tịẹnimiyọ kịẹn-ụmgbọama tịẹnimi t.a.: 
1st Bọlọụ bọlọụ. 2nd Mamụ karamọ. 3rd Tarụ karamọ. 4th Noin karamọ. 5th Sọnrọn karamọ. 6th Sondie karamọ. 7th 
Sọnọma karamọ. 8th Ningina karamọ. 9th Ise karamọ. 10th Oi karamọ. 20th Maa oi fini karamọ.  30th Tara oi fini karamọ. 
50
th
 Sọnran oi fini karamọ. 7th Sọnọma oi fini karamọ. 90th Ise oi fini karamọ. 100th Odọzọ karamọ. 
11. Lẹta Gẹẹ (Fun tụa). Palịnimi otu dụdụ gẹẹ lẹta lelei. Palịnimi otu lẹta emi tọrụ gba. Palịnimi otu lẹta pabị gẹẹ. 
Palịnimi otu dụdụ gẹẹ lẹta emi tọrụ. Gẹẹ-bọ yenriyemi yọ. Gẹẹ bai. Kule bịbị. Gba fini. Lẹta ọngọbị. Tupẹlẹ kule ma 
ẹrẹ mọ. 
12. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnị yemọ fịrịmọ. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ lelei. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ yela nimi 
baramọ gba. Bei fịrịmọ duo panghi yemọ gba. Akị fịrịmọ wẹnịyemi ikpesemọ gba. Oruseri kụmọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ: Kiri 
gboro, Indi dọụ, Kọrọ pịịn, Lị gbein, Oun sou. Fịrị wẹnị ikpesemọ: Arụ, Di (Ariri), Ogoun, Asụbai. Fịrịmọ duo panghi 
yemọ: Taba pulou, Uru, Indi, Osi, Ofoniyan. 
F.  The Primary Six ỊzỌn Language Curriculum 
The linguistic content of the Ịzọn language curriculum for primary six is as follows. 
1. Puyaị. Gori na ẹrẹbịbịmọ tịn pamọ. Sọnị-sọnị egberi tịbịmọ gba. Puyai emi tọrụ: Gbafini, Bụlọụ bụlọụ, mamụ 
karamọ, kụrọ dẹnghị, iyela dẹnghị, tukunimọ, Sọnị-sọnị. 
2. Oruseri kụmọ gbanai wonimi yeama. Dụa gbanai wonimi yeama lelei. Bei gbanai wonimi yemọ yelanimi bara gba. 
Ịzọn otu gbanai wonimi yemọ mọ, ọrọ yelanimi bara mọ t.a.: Dii ye (tọnye), Karibụọ, Gbanai bolou, Kọnọ bara. 
3. Erẹama. Laa kịẹnyemi ye ẹrẹama lelei. Kịẹngha ye ẹrẹama lelei. Erebịbị akị kịẹnyemi ye ẹrẹama mọ ma kịẹngha 
ye ẹrẹama mọ dịẹmọ. Bei ẹrẹmọ akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Kịẹnyemi ye ẹrẹama: Warị, Akasị, Kịmị, Gbasa, Buru. Kịẹngha ye 
ẹrẹama: Oun, Beni, Ude, Pulou, ọrọsị. 
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4. Tọnmọ ẹrẹdei ẹrẹbịbịmọ. Tọnmọ ẹrẹdei ẹrẹbịbịmọ lelei. Dei ẹrẹbịbịmọ akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Tọnmọ ẹrẹdei ẹrẹbịbịmọ: 
Eni, Bisa, Bei, Ani. Tọnmọ ẹrẹdei ẹrẹbịbịmọ akị bịbịsụn mịẹ: Bei erema Ịzọn ere. Bisa kịmịmọ bodọ. Anị tọbọụ kị 
gbamị. 
5. Biibịbị. Biibịbị lelei. Bii bịbị akị bịbịsụn mịẹ. Bii bịbị ẹrẹbịbịmọ t.a.: Tuba? Tubara? Dẹnghị seri? Dẹnghị yọ? Tei 
ki donị a? 
6. Ịzọn otu duo payọ. Ịzọn otu duo payọ lelei. Orọ ibe/ama koromọ otumọ gba. Ịzọn otu duo boyọ bii, kpẹtị, paraị ma 
gẹẹ. 
7. Aya-ọkpọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ. Aya-ọkpọ ịsọmụ fịrịmọ pamọ lelei. Orọ yelanimi bara mọ gba. Aya-ọkpọ ịsọmụ 
fịrịmọ pamọ: Redio, Tẹlẹvisọnị., Kọmputa, I-meli (Intanẹtị), Tẹlẹfonu, Bara fonu. 
8. Akarịbịbị. Akarịbịbị lelei. Orọ wẹnịyemi fịrịmọ gba. Akarịbịbị ghọ tuu gba. Akarịbịbị-ama t.a.: Pẹrẹ-owei ba 
pumu fụrụgha. Inẹ la bonghi benibị e tẹịn bọgha. Tịn pounimi anga kiri kị koroyemi. Fọụn gbẹịnbọ kọ tuduoyemi. 
III.  A SUMMARY OF THE LINGUISTIC CONTENT OF THE ỊZỌN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FOR PRIMARIES ONE TO SIX 
A.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary One 
The topics to be taught in primary one include: Ịzọn alphabets (and words in which they are found), matching Ịzọn 
words with pictures, members of the immediate family (i.e. father, mother, brother, sister, elder/younger brother/sister), 
writing Ịzọn words, greetings, counting and recognizing one to fifty (1-50), means of transportation (on water, on land, 
and in the air), Ịzọn songs, places of origin (hometown, quarter, State), occupations, diagraphs in Ịzọn (gb,gh,kp,ng). 
B.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary Two 
The topics to be taught in primary two are: reading in Ịzọn, greetings (at different times of the day), counting and 
recognizing fifty to one hundred (50-100), moonlight plays and songs, ways of receiving visitors, names of objects and 
using the names in simple sentences, adjectives and using them in simple sentences, riddles, children’s plays, days of 
the week and market days, singular and plural of words and using them in simple sentences. 
C.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary Three 
The topics to be taught in primary three include: singular and plural of words and using them in simple sentences, 
olden days songs, words of same and opposite meanings, festivals, parts of the body, verbs and using them in simple 
sentences, riddles, reading words and simple sentences, counting and recognizing one hundred to one thousand (100-
1000), crops and their planting season. 
D.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary Four 
The topics to be taught in primary four are: prepositions (above, in, beside, inside, under, etc.), making simple 
sentences, names of persons (proper nouns) and names of objects (common nouns), singular and plural of pronouns, 
folk tales and fables, possessive pronouns (mine, his, theirs, etc.), riddles, reading and understanding selected words and 
simple sentences and answering questions based on them, occupations and their tools, counting, recognizing and writing 
one thousand to five thousand (100-1000), present, past and future tenses, Ịzọn traditional dresses of men and women, 
punctuation marks. 
E.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary Five 
The topics scheduled to be taught in primary five are as follows: imitation and miming, words that are difficult to 
pronounce, conjunctions, rhymes, words of same meanings and opposite meanings, prepositions (above, under, in, 
behind, at the back of, etc.) and their use in sentences, stories of great men - epics and legends (of Ozidi, Isaac Boro, 
E.K. Clark, Tompolo, etc.), reading words and using them in making simple sentences and answering questions, old and 
modern ways of sending information and messages, ordinal numbers from first to hundredth (1st, 2nd, 3rd, etc.), informal 
letter-writing (address, date, greeting, introduction, body and complimentary close), Ịzọn traditional occupations 
(fishing, farming, palm wine tapping, etc.). 
F.  A Summary of the Linguistic Content for Primary Six 
The topics to be taught in primary six are: linking words (introduction, firstly, secondly, more importantly, most 
importantly, lastly, etc.), ancient beliefs (forbidden things, religious worship, religious belief, left-handedness), 
countable and uncountable nouns, demonstrative pronouns and their use in making simple sentences, question words 
and their use in asking simple questions, the origin of the Ịzọn people and the founders of their towns and clans, modern 
ways of sending information and messages and their importance, proverbs and wise sayings.  
IV.  AN APPRAISAL OF THE LINGUISTIC CONTENT OF THE ỊZỌN LANGUAGE CURRICULUM FOR PRIMARIES ONE TO SIX 
Although the Ịzọn curricula for primaries one to six were developed from that of English as requested by the Federal 
Ministry of Education through the NERDC, the following pertinent observations have to be made concerning their 
linguistic content. 
A.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary One 
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Ịzọn alphabets, diagraphs, words, greetings are the linguistic topics in primary one. Counting from one to fifty (1-50) 
i.e. numeracy is part of Mathematics, while members of the immediate family, means of transportation, Ịzọn songs, 
places of origin and occupations are part of Social Studies. 
B.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary Two 
Reading in Ịzọn, greetings, singular and plural of words, names of objects, adjectives and using them in simple 
sentences, riddles, children’s plays and moonlight plays are the linguistic topics in primary two. Counting i.e. numeracy 
is part of Mathematics, while songs, ways of receiving visitors, days of the week and market days are part of Social 
Studies. 
C.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary Three 
Singular and plural of words and using them in simple sentences, words of same and opposite meanings, verbs and 
using them in simple sentences, and riddles are the linguistic topics in primary three. Counting from 100-1000 i.e. 
numeracy is part of Mathematics, olden days songs and festivals are part of Social Studies, while parts of the body, 
crops and their planting seasons are part of Integrated Science. 
D.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary Four 
Prepositions, reading and understanding selected words, making simple sentences and answering questions based on 
them, proper nouns and common nouns, possessive pronouns, singular and plural of pronouns, present, past and future 
tenses, punctuation marks, riddles, folk tales and fables, are the linguistic topics in primary four. Counting from 100-
1000 i.e. numeracy is part of Mathematics, while occupations and their tools, Ịzọn traditional dresses of men and 
women are part of Social Studies. 
E.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary Five 
Imitation and miming, words which are difficult to pronounce, conjunctions, rhymes, words of same meanings and 
opposite meanings, stories of great men - epics and legends, using words in making simple sentences and answering 
questions, and informal letter-writing are the linguistic topics in primary five. Ordinal numbers i.e. numeracy is part of 
Mathematics, but old and modern ways of sending information and messages, Ịzọn traditional occupations are part of 
Social Studies. 
F.  An Appraisal/Academic Analysis of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Curriculum for Primary Six 
Linking words, countable and uncountable nouns, demonstrative pronouns and their use in making simple sentences, 
question words and their use in asking simple questions, proverbs and wise sayings are the linguistic topics in primary 
six. Ancient beliefs, the origin of the Ịzọn people and the founders of their towns and clans, modern ways of sending 
information and messages, and their importance are part of Social Studies. 
V.  DISCUSSION 
A.  General Discussion of the Linguistic Content of the Ịzọn Language Curricula for Primaries One to Six 
Firstly, topics which broadly fall under other primary school subjects such as Social Studies, Integrated Science, 
Mathematics, and so on (as can be seen from section 9 above) are to be taught under Ịzọn for now. However, as time 
goes on and we start implementing the teaching of the other primary school subjects in Ịzọn, as required by the National 
Policy on Education, such topics that fall under other subjects may have to be taught under their appropriate subjects. 
Secondly, the serial and chronological arrangement of the linguistic topics in the Ịzọn Curricula (following the 
recommendation by the FME and thus the NERDC) seems to be faulty. The topics are hereby arranged as they ought to 
be. Ultimately, the core and peripheral linguistic topics in the Ịzọn Curricula for Primaries one to six are as follows: 
a. Reading Ịzọn alphabets, diagraphs and words. Punctuation marks. Greetings. 
b. Reading and understanding selected words, making simple sentences and answering questions based on them. 
Singular and plural of words and their use in making simple sentences and answering questions. 
c. Verbs and using them in simple sentences. Adjectives and using them in simple sentences. Prepositions. 
Conjunctions (linking words). Countable and uncountable nouns, proper nouns and common nouns (names of objects). 
Present, past and future tenses. 
d. Imitation and miming. Words which are difficult to pronounce. Words of same meanings and opposite meanings. 
e. Singular and plural of pronouns, and their use in making simple sentences. Demonstrative pronouns. Possessive 
pronouns. Question words and their use in asking simple questions. 
f. Informal letter-writing. Proverbs and wise sayings. Riddles. Stories of great men: epics and legends. Folk tales and 
fables. Rhymes, children’s plays and moonlight plays. 
B.  Responsibility of the Government in Implementing the Ịzọn Language Curricula 
The Ịzọn language curricula for the Basic Education Programme for primaries 1-6 were developed by the Nigerian 
Educational Research and Development Council (NERDC) in 2010 and Ịzọn has been approved by the relevant 
authorities including the National Council on Education (NCE) for use in schools, but the actual implementation has not 
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yet started in Bayelsa State and other Ịzọn-speaking States. Up till this moment the curricular have not been widely used 
in the State Government Primary Schools in Bayelsa, Delta, Edo and Ondo States. Prezi (2014) notes that “Ịzọn is 
taught only in a few government-owned and private primary and secondary schools in Bayelsa State which include 
Ayakpo Group of Schools, Benny’s International Group of Schools, Faith Comprehensive Secondary School, and Tare 
Pet Group of Schools all in Yenagoa,” and in the Diploma in Ịzọn Language Programme of the Centre for Niger Delta 
Studies of Niger Delta University. (pp. 265-266, 272). This is a major cause for concern for both teachers and pupils 
who should be teaching and learning the content of these curricula, as well as for linguists and language experts 
involved in their development. The manner of implementation can contribute to the growth and development of a nation 
or state or language (as in this case), or cause its stunted growth. It is the responsibility of the Governments of Bayelsa, 
Delta, Edo and Ondo States especially as well as their Local Governments in their various domains of authority to 
demonstrate commitment and assiduity as well as urgently take the right steps to start implementing the use of the 
curricular in their schools and encourage writers to produce reading texts and grammar books for the realization of the 
goals of the Ịzọn language curricular. 
Second, it is the duty of Ịzọn linguists and literary authors to aid the development of Ịzọn by publishing texts such as 
primers, grammars, educational books, and cultural materials, lexical innovation, lexical expansion, and so on in Ịzọn as 
well as developing a suitable numeral system (Prezi, 2013 and 2014). 
C.  Teaching Methods 
In order to achieve proficiency in Ịzọn, the learner must use it for communication, that is, in conversations. More 
class time should be spent on developing listening, reading abilities as well as speaking practice. 
Teachers should supply appropriate materials for pupils learning, and systematically evaluate the effectiveness of 
language teaching practices in promoting Ịzọn language acquisition and learning by pupils schooling in the Bayelsa 
State Educational System. 
Ịzọn language teachers should do a Contrastive Analysis of English and Ịzọn to bring out the differences between the 
two languages which are expected to pose problems to learners and also bring out the similarities between the two 
languages which would facilitate learning. 
D.  Responsibility of the School 
Time-table planning: The various schools should ensure that there is enough time on the class and general school 
time-table for the teaching of Ịzọn in Bayelsa, Delta, Ondo, Edo and other Ịzọn and Ijọ speaking states in Nigeria. We 
recommend teaching these languages at least for two lesson periods of 40-45 minutes each, at least three days a week. 
VI.  CONCLUSION 
This paper looks at the issues involved in the development and use of the Ịzọn language curricular for primary 
schools and underscores the need for the State Governments to demonstrate commitment and assiduity as well as 
urgently take the right steps to start implementing the use of the curricular in their schools and produce reading texts 
and grammar books for the realization of the goals of the Ịzọn language curricular. If this is done soon, the Ịzọn 
language curricular can achieve great success. Ịzọn, has been accepted for use in schools, but the actual implementation 
has not yet started in Bayelsa State and other Ịzọn-speaking States. As the author noted in section 10.2 above, Ịzọn is 
taught only in a few government-owned and private primary and secondary schools in Bayelsa State which include 
Ayakpo Group of Schools, Benny’s International Group of Schools, Faith Comprehensive Secondary School, and Tare 
Pet Group of Schools all in Yenagoa. (Prezi, 2014, pp. 265-266, 272). 
Second, it is the duty of Ịzọn linguists and literary authors to assist the Government of Ịzọn-speaking States in the 
development of Ịzọn by publishing texts such as primers, grammars, educational books, cultural materials, lexical 
innovation, lexical expansion, and a modern numeral system in Ịzọn (Prezi, 2013, p. 245-257; and Prezi, 2014, p. 267, 
272). 
VII.  RECOMMENDATIONS 
The author wishes to reiterate here his recommendations to Bayelsa State Government in his paper titled “The State 
of Ịzọn in Bayelsa State Schools”. (Prezi, 2014, 272-274). 
First, we recommend to Bayelsa State Government and other Ịzọn-speaking States, the immediate urgent and 
compulsory implementation of the teaching and learning of Ịzọn as a school subject in all classes of the primary schools 
and as the mother-tongue of the immediate environment in our UBE system, from Primary One to JSS 3 in all public 
and private schools in their States. 
Second, Ịzọn language planning activities (status planning and corpus planning) vis-a-vis other mother tongues in the 
states, English (as the second and official language in Nigeria), and French (as the recommended Foreign language in 
Nigeria) should therefore be carried out by the Governments of Ịzọn-speaking States. 
Third, we recommend the establishment of a Bayelsa Readers Project. Bayelsa State and Local Governments, 
through its Ministry of Education, its UBE Board and its Local Government Education Authorities need to finance the 
training and retraining of teachers on how to use the readers and other language materials that were published by the 
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defunct Rivers Readers Project. There is also the need to rejuvenate, revise and re-edit the materials to make them 
suitable for current use in our primary and secondary schools in Bayelsa State.  This should be done in conjunction with 
the Language lecturers in the Department of English and the Faculty of Education at Niger Delta University as well as 
the Kay Williamson Language Centre. Ịzọn-speaking State Governments and Local Governments should also 
encourage and sponsor Ịzọn (and Ijọ) language teachers, scholars and linguists to cooperate and write textbooks, 
documents and articles on Ịzọn language, literature and other school subjects such as religion which should be printed 
and published free of charge by the State printing and publishing corporation for use in Bayelsa and other State schools 
and colleges. Specifically, to attract more readers in Ịzọn language, authors and publishers have to diversify from 
publishing only primers, grammars and course books and go into interesting literary publication of folk tales, fables, 
and children story books. Also, a standard Ijọ dictionary should be produced with dialectal cross-referencing. 
Fourth, the Bayelsa State Government should organize a series of Ịzọn language, linguistics and training Workshops, 
Conferences, Symposia and Seminars at the CNDS at NDU or at Kay Williamson Language Centre in and on Ịzọn 
language for indigenous Bayelsa State language teachers at all levels of Education. The Niger Delta University Inter-
disciplinary Studies Committee should work with the CNDS or Kay Williamson Language Centre and collaborate with 
the Department of English and Literary Studies at NDU, the Faculty of Science at NDU, and the Department of 
Linguistics and Communication Studies of the University of Port Harcourt for the development of scientific and 
technical terminology such as square, cylinder, etc. in Ịzọn. 
Fifth, payment of undergraduate and post-graduate scholarship awards, bursaries and research grants to students of 
Linguistics and Ịzọn, as well as scholarship to serving teachers in the Universal Basic Education system who are doing 
the Diploma in Ịzọn Language Programme of the NDU Centre for Niger Delta Studies should be sustained by the 
Bayelsa State Government over the next three to five years to enable the State have at least an average of one trained 
Ịzọn teacher to one primary or secondary school. This will encourage both those who are interested in teaching Ịzọn and 
those who are interested in learning Ịzọn. (Prezi, 2014, 272-274). 
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